
Better Voice & Messaging
Route your  communications over 40+ carriers, eliminate outages, and save.
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1,200+ companies across every 
industry trust thinQ.
Enterprise: No matter what your voice or messaging needs are, 
thinQ improves performance, adds flexibility, saves you time, 
and lowers your costs–up to 70% on every call

Contact Centers: Enhance call quality and automate savings 
with our least cost routing technology, unlock multiple carriers, 
eliminate outages

App Developers: Improve mobile messaging and embed voice 
calls with multiple implementation methods, including APIs

Marketing: Power call tracking and unlock campaign analytics 
with our multi-carrier solution

Telcos: Improve your inbound/outbound rates with access to 
the industry's best carriers, real-time CDR and SIP tracing tools, 
plus wholesale long-distance and wireless rates

Discover how flexible and less 
expensive your communications
can be in the cloud.

r 

Local & Toll-Free Voice: Purchase, port, and provision 
your local and toll-free phone numbers

Least Cost Routing (LCR): Full control over 40+ high-
quality carriers in a flexible LCR platform, with disaster 
recovery and savings of up to 70% on every call

Messaging: Engage instantly through mobile by adding 
SMS/MMS to your applications or local & toll-free numbers

Voice API Integrations: Scale Twilio, Nexmo, Plivo, and 
SignalWire with multiple carriers and save

Database Solutions: Use the cloud to implement superio 
Caller Name (CNAM) and Location Routing Number (LRN) 
lookup solutions 

 Meet the thinQ platform .

We’ve spent 10 years perfecting the most 
scalable, customizable, and intuitive cloud 
communications (CPaaS) platform in 
the industry.

Ready to think bigger? You deserve quality, full control, and savings on your calls and messaging. 
Let's create a custom-tailored solution to fit your business.



Communications Professional Bill of Rights
We believe there’s a better way to communicate. You deserve:
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Instant activation
Automated local & toll-free number ordering, activation & porting

Better call quality
Fully redundant voice solution that delivers quality customer conversations with high fidelity

Multiple carriers
Leverage 40+ high-quality carriers with full routing control at your fingertips

Automatic savings
Find the least cost route for every call & automate savings to lower your costs

Reduced downtime
Unreliable service is a thing of the past, don’t go down even if your carriers do

Text messaging made easy
Text-enable your app or phone numbers in seconds to meet any SMS/MMS need

5 star support 
Friendly, expert thinQers are here to help with any issue, fast

Cloud technology that keeps you ahead
Our next-generation platform and APIs scale with you to meet any need

“I’m saving 50% per call in voice costs. The thinQ plug-in gave me a 
quick and direct way of taking what I already built in Twilio to create 
carrier-grade pricing and the scaling options I needed.”

CEO & Founder, Telemarketing Software Platform
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